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Various theorists have treated the problem of
sound and sense in poetry.

The influence of sound in

poetry can be found both in the overall musical structure of a poe. and in the internal sounds of rhythm and
diction.

plato sU9gests that rhythm and har.ony have a

direct effect on man, and can establish either balance
or disproportion within the soul.

The debate whether

sound determines sense or sense determines sound is
rejected 1n favor of a third possibility: . an interdependent relationship between sound and sense, an
intrinsic formal structure, a8 the id.al governinQ the
creation of poetry .

Further, Aristotle proves to be

quite close to Plato in suO'O'estinO' a aoral character to
certain sounds .

Poe, in e.phasizing the distinction

between poetry and prose, points to sound as the d1stinquishing characteristic of verse.

Yeats stresses

the rhytha of poetry in linking aan with an ancient
past.

Eliot uses care in describing the function of

music in poetry , but reaffirm. its significance as
interdependent with the meaning of the words.
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Stev e n s expl ore s t h e r e l at i o n shi p o f mus i c and poe t ry ,
and offers a r ich theo ry th at po e t ry i s the emb od i ment
~n

so und o f a bridge b e twe en s pirit a nd r ea l i t y .

Th e

i n fluence of free ve r se on Eli ot and S tevens appears in
thei r c onversationa l to ne , yet the sound o f their
poetry determines its value t o a siQnificant extent .
This tracking of the ideas abou t sound and sense from
plato and Aristotle to Poe, Yeats , Eliot , and Stev ens
helps to clarify the nature and range of the problem.
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I.

ORIGINS IN PLATO AND ARISTOTLE

plato r ec ognized th e distlnction of sound and
sen se i n poetry; i n th e Go r g ias , he explains:

"if you

should strip from a ll poetry its music, rhythm, and
meter, the residue would be nothing else but speech"
(502c),

In th e Timaeu6, plato elaborates upon speech

as a divine gift in order that we might
imitate the absolutely unerring courses of
God and regulate our own vagaries,
Moreover , so much of music as is adapted to
the sound of the voice and to the sense of
hearing is granted to us for the sake of
harmony .

And harmony

1s meant to

correct any discord which may have arisen in
the courses of the SOUl, and to be our ally
in bringing her into harmony and agreement
with herself . and rhythm too was given by
them for the same reason , on account of the
irregular and graceless ways which prevail
among mankind generally , and to help us
against them.

(41c)

Each of the elements of poetry is meant to bring man
into accord with the good and the beautiful , to help us
to live good lives--more than just an esthetic, but a
moral purpose.
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Rupert Lodge ar gues t hat oue fundamental idea in
t he background of Hellenic theories o f art was the
"thought of a fu ndamental rhythm permeati ng th e whole
world of motions , a un iversal l aw" ( 14-5 ).

He adds

that the idea o f the artist who ac ts as a medium for
objective nature "will fit in with the parallel
tendency in general ethics, which urges human beings t o
follow nature in all things

all individual and

social noras will pattern the.selves upon the rhythms
of cosmic nature" (16-7).

Lodge notes that in the

Ti.aeus , plato proposes the idea of God as goodness ,
and that "upon the datum of chaotic motility he
superimposes patternings calculated to bring out its
potentialities for value" (26).

Further, Lodge clai••

that "it is the rhythms of art which set the te.po and
establish the patterns of civic life" (129).
This is the reason why in the Republic plato urges
strict censorship over the poets, in order to limit any
potential damage to society , and guarantee so•• good.
plato explains : "More than anything else rhytlm and
harmony find their way to the inmost 80ul and take
strongest hold upon it, bringing with them and
imparting grace , if one is rigidly trained, and
otherwise the contrary" (401d).

Lodge explains that

the poet "uplifies by racial melody and rhytha the
penetrative power of his message, and. . . this 'makes

c arden
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1 ts way into the inward places of the soul .' and the re
exercises its uniquely persuasive power , its educative
charm" (65) .

Horriss Partee says tha t "Because of

their immediate and powerful effect. noble rhythms and
harmony in gene ral arc integral to education" (99) .
adds further that

"~

He

man need no t respond actively to

the i nfluences about him , for rhythm and harmony can
qraap the soul without its cooperation" (100).
In the Republic, Plato wants the poat "who would
imitate the diction of a good aan" (398b), and
rejectinq the Lydian and Ionian aodes, ",alco•• s the
Dorian and the Phryqian modes of .usic.

Plato

explains :
let us leave that aode that would fitt1nqly
imitate the utterance. and the accents of a
brave man who is engaged in warfare or in any
enforced business. and who . . . confronts
fortune with steadfast endurance.

And

another for such a man enqaqed 1n works of
peace , not enforced but voluntary

in

all this acting modestly and .oderat.ly and
acquiescing 1n the outcome. Leave U8 these
two .odes--the enforced and the
voluntary--that will beat iaitate the
utterances of men failing or succeeding. the
temperate, the brave. (399b-c)

•
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Desmon d Le e explains:
The Greeks recogn i zed several types or styles
o f musi c, and were inclined to associate them
with d i fferen t types of feeling and
character , an association made by both plato
and Aristotle.

So particular varieties of

the Lydian style were regarded as mournful,
the Ionian style as relaxing, the Dorian and
Phrygian as expressing courage and
self-control.

(158)

Marian Bauer, in The International Cyclopedia of Music
and MusiCians, notes that the Dorian and Phrygian .odes
were of medium pitch. whereas the others were too high
or too low.

In particular, "The Dorian was virile,

energetic, and proper for the perfect citizen; the
Phrygian made people headstrong ; the Lydian induced
effeminacy and slack lIorals.

1I

Partee explains Plato's

position:
The rules of rhythm, like those of harmony,
follow from Plato's antipathy toward artistic
subtleties and variety.

JU8t as the modes

should be simple and the instruments have
limited range , the rhythms should suggest
order and regularity.

subtlety and variety

of .eter will be unnecessary, for the rhythms
need only evoke a life of courage and

Ca r den
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Once t he se rhythm s have bee n

det ermined , me t e r and mel ody w1l l foll ow from
the works e xpressing a lif e o f that s ort .
( 93-4)

Harmony and rhythm ac t upon man with an i maediac y
unlike that of the other senses. affecting the internal
balance within the s oul that is so important for a
happy life .

Certainly man should not exPose himself t o

unruly lmpulses , but allow only the har.ony and rhythm
which possess the proper structure t o influence his
imaortal soul.

Not only are the long sequences of

haraony and rhythm. as found in poetry , capable of
producing either balance o r discord within .an , even
individual sounds aay carry an e.otive content .

In the

Tiaaeus , .P lato says that "the sound which .oves quickly
is acute, and the sound which moves slowly is grave,
and that which is regular is equable and smooth, and
the reverse is harsh" (67b) .
The Cratylus is a dialogue concerning problems
about language.

Hersogenes present. a conventionalist

theory of names. claiming that naae. are correct only
by agreement .

Cratylus ho lds that n . .e. are natural

signs , that they imitate or represent that to which
they refer.
turn.

Socrates destroys both these theories in

Rudolph weingartner arO'ueB that "if either

Heraoqene. or

CratYlu~

were correct, the .ethod of

Carden
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dia lectic as a road t o the achievement of knowl edge
wou ld be impOSSible" (16). Aga inst: Hermogenes. "Unless
the so unds th at are used as names have a fairly stabl e
relationship t o the objects they are meant to denote •
. . (communic .ltion j cannot he accomplished" (18). But
if Cratylus is correct . "Eit.her the statement is true
or it is nonsense" (23)i as such . dialectic would be
impOSSible .

As weingartner says. "For him (cratylusl.

na.es are not means at all; they are themselves the
very objects of knowledge" (41).
Socrates puts forward a theory of na.es which,
thouQ"h he cautions that it is "truly wi ld and
ridiculous ," suggests that since n . .es which occur as
parts of a true sentence .uat the.selves be true, or
correct, by nature. that correctness may reside in the
fitness of sound to the nature of the object n. .ed
(426b).

Socrates i_agines an ancient legislator of

names who uses letters and syllables to express this
nature : "the letter' p "

as I was sayinq. appeared to

the imposer of names an excellent instro.ent for the
express ion of .otion.

. because, as I imagine. he

had observed that the tonque was most agitated and
least at rest in the pronunCiation of this letter ,
which he therefore used in order to express lIotion"
(426e) .

Likewise , "the' v • he observed to be sounded

Ca rden
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of

inwardness" ( 427 c).
weingartner argues that th is long section on
etymoloqies was meant "to lead Cratylu s and fell ow
travelers by the ' 1 ose ll (38). He c laims that Socrates
shifts the discussion from the truth or falsity of
nalles to correct or incorrect ways of naming: "His
theory is not primarily an account of how names are
actually made, but o f how names ought to be made" (32).
He adds that "the corractness of names is lIeasured by
thei r suitability for the dialectician's work" (35).
He adds further that "Socrates lIIakes clear .

. that

what makes a sound a na.e is that we understand it as
such.

Whatever the ideal languaoe may be like, actual

languaqes are a product of custOIl" (39).
Because there is so much concern in plato over the
cusical and rhythmic coloring of speech in poetry, it
is important to look closely at the impressions here
that he bequeathed antiquity.

Termed by sOlie critics a

Pythagorean, his ties to this mystic philosopher can be
identified especially in reqard to music :

whether or

not he intends it metaphorically, Plato makes lIIuch use
of the pythagorean concept of harllony as a balance
exhibited most purely in the mathematical relationships
reqarding har.onic intervals in the scales . as well as
the orbits of the planets and stars.

This balance
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structures a ll reali ty, f ou nd i n per fec tion in t he
div ~ne

being, but , in varying degrees, also in man.

The c loser he can come to pa rticipating in this rhythm
of the universe, the closer he is to the good ; the
converse is true as well , that imbalanc e in aan results
from not joining in this harmony, and makes for an
unhappy life.

For the Pythagorean s, music and

matheaatic8 purify the soul.

plato sees the importance

of math.aatical truths for man when he finds them to be
the highest order of reason ; the music , then , resulting
from the inherent harmony and rhythm in the deeply felt
balance , on the order of the music of the spheres, was
to be cultivated , and discordant sounds avoided.
Lodoe claims that for Plato,
Art originates in proportion

.s the would-be

craftsman is influenced by (1) the concrete
rhythmic patternings found existing in rerua
natura , ( 2 ) the abstractly regular
patternings deduced by a.th.aatical insight
into the principle of the circle and what it
circumscribes , and (3) a selection of
patternings made to fit the needs of
biosocial humanity. (52)
Poetry coabined verbal co. . unication with harmony
and

rhyt~.

establishing

the latter being very important 1n
beneflc~al

rhythms corresponding 1n aan.

Carde n
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Certain rhythms were too so ft , pla in tiv e , and wea k;
ot hers were more nobl e, en lightening , and fortifying .
I n other words, the sound o f poetr y , apart f rom the
sense , has 8 substantial effect on man's well-being ,
either for the

bett ~ r

or worse.

The meter used may be

deb i litating, and discordant sounds may destroy inner
harmony, effects which Plato would strongly urge should
be avoided.

But the impression is clear that the sound

of poetry has at least a life of its own, and, as
suggested in the Cratylus, may influence the meaning of
speech as well .
Aristotle also notes the distinction between sound
and sense in poetry; 1n the Poetics he lists rhytha ,
language, and harmony as the el •• ents used by the poet
(1447a).

He says that poetry was created because

imitation was "natural to U6--as also the sense of
har.ony and rhytha--the meters being obviously species
of rhythms" (1448b).

Even a dancer, Aristotle says,

"by the rhythms of his attitudes, .ay represent lien's
characters, as well as what they do and suffer"
(1447a).

In tragedy, the meter is important, for he

says that when it changed from trochaic , which was
connected

more

with dancing , to iambic, which

reseabled more the spoken word. it gained its
"lIagnitude" (1449a) .

He speaks of tragedy as the

"i.itation of an action .

. in language

with
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pleasurable acc essor i es . . . I mean tha t with rhyth m
and harmony or s ong added" ( 1449b) .

Considering these

"pleasurable a ccessori es, " Aristotle establishes mel ody
86 one of the six parts o f tragedy .
O.B. Hardison,

~"Tr. ,

co_ents that mel ody "is an

adorn.ent rather than an essential . . . . Melody is a
part of 'the poetic art'. .

However, it only

achieves it. full effect in pertor.ance . . . . Melody
is a minor element and must be 'brought out' by the
pertor.er's art" (121) .
Gerald El.e cIa i •• that in the Poetics Arist otle
h ••

established f or the first ti •• in classical
Greece a partial distinction betw•• n poetry
and ausic. . .

For hia, the aiaetic

activity which is the business of poetry is
carried pri.arily by speech . .
a ' sweetening ', nothing aore .

aelody is
The lyric mode

has no real separate status in his theory.
137)

Blse adds further that "speech is the basic food ,
rhyth. and melody are the frosting on the cake" (223).
He arques that
it is obvious that a melody or a rhythm
cannot be a picture of courave or anger in
any direct sense.

In the Poetics, wbere

Ca rden
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lmitat lon is a representatlon o f un iversal s ,
it is doubly clear that there be no questi on
of direct "image"; and in any c ase the hea r t
and soul of the poetic imltation is the plot.
while music stands next to the bottom in the
list of its "parts . " (28)
Indeed, Aristotle affirms in the Rhetoric that
delivery has importance 1n oratory as in poetry, but
that it is "not regarded as an elevated subject of
inquiry" (1404a) .

He exPlains that

the arts of language cannot help having a
small but real importance.

the way in

which a thing is said does affect its
intelligibility.
people think.

Not, however, so auch as

All such arts are fanciful and

meant to char. the hearer .

Nobody uses fine

language when teaching geoaetry.

(1404a)

In de Ani.a , Aristotle notes the "distinction
between sounds. such as acute and grave," but d1s_18ses
them as metaphors , transferred from touch, arising froll
sOlie "parallelism" between what is acute or grave to
hearing, and what is sharp or blunt to touch (420a-b).
"Voice . " he saya, "is a sound w1th a _.an1n9, and is
not aerely the result of any 1mpact of breath aa in
coughing" (421a).
And in cte Interpretationa, Aristotle says that

c arden
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as there are in t he mind thought s wh ich do
not involve truth or falsity , and a l so those
which mi ght be either true or fal se , so it is
i n speech . . . . By a noun we mean a s o und
signif icant by convention . . . . The
limitation

"by c onven ti on" was introduced

because nothing is by nature a noun or a
name--it is only so when it becomes a symbol.
(160 1

As Miriam Larkin co_ents, "Aristotle' 5 theory of
conventional siqn1fication changes the nature of the
question. No longer i s the relation between words and
things considered a natural one" (10).

Yet stil l , she

says that "sound and rhythm are i.portant
considerations 1n the production of the artistic
effect" (21).
The •• reali.tic views serve to distinquish
Aristotle's position froll Plato in regard to the
importance of harmony and rhythm to poetry and
language:

thougn the sound of poetry serves a highly

orna.ental function, it is rash to atreas its
significance, especially in regard to the sense .
Speech is siqnificant by c onvention, not by nature;
unleaa sounds are iabued with .eaning, they are
gibberish.

Ca rden
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Thi s dIfference eVIdent in these two an c ien t
philosophers po in ts t o a d I fference In modern times :
tha t i s , whethe r sou nds c arry mean i ng by nat u r e o r
convention .

If we say t hat spoken language is s ound

encoded with meaning , most take either of two ways to
explain : the sound , by nature , represents the sense, or
the sound c arries s ense because of convention.

If the

former is the case, then the structure of sound in
poetry should reveal the meaning; however , if the
latter , the importance of sound for the meaning in
poetry may be downplayed.

Of courae aodern thought has

turned t oward des c riptive explanations , and therefore
fallen into the c ategory of the latter, that meaning i n
poetry comes from the sen.. laid onto the sound. and
that this co.es fro. agree •• nt. rather than nature .
perhaps there is a third possibility:

the harmony

between sound and sense. like the balance achieved for
a dancer or singer , comes from the many parts evoxing
one overall effect. and the poet captures the esthetic
effect of such a balance in speech .

Returning to the

Cratylus, perhapa Socrates's picture of an ancient
legislator of names is comparable to a poet when he
uses a word to signify--perhaps it is the due
proportion, or fitness , of sound and sense that encode.
language with aeaning in esthetic creation.

Carden
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plato speaks of har mony and rhythm as being
c apable of tuning or un t unin g t he balance of the soul.
but when Ar istotle distinguis he s melody as one o f th e
primary parts o f tragedy , he is merely noting i t s
pleasing effec ts, and no more .

Howeve r t here is a

section in Book XIX of the Problemata of Aristotle
wherein he asks this provocative question :
Why is it that of all thinQs whi ch are
perceived by the senses that which is heard
alone possesses .oral character?

Fo r music .

even if i t is unaccompanied by words. yet has
character ; whereas a colour and an odour and
a savour have not.

Is it because that which

is heard alone has movement , not, however .
the move.ent in us to which sound

Q~ves

rise

but we perceive the movea.nt whi ch
follows such and such a sound?
resembles moral

This movement

character both in the

rhythms and in the aelodic disposition of the
high and low notes . . . . Now these .oveaents
are connected with action, and actions are
indicative of moral character. (91gb)
Th~ s

connection of sound with aoral character

throuQh moveaent may not be too far fro. rhytha and
harmony in poetry . and the difference between Plato and
Aristotle would be dim1nished.

The final difference

c arde n
may si mply li e in pl at o ' s abi l i t y to see ideas a s
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f uller reality than phys ic al e mb odiments o f t hem :
rhythm be comes, f o r Plat o, a more vast , omnipresent
force, cl o se to the divine in nature.

For Plato , the

greater reality is found in the truths not bounded by
time or space , knowable only through reason; in their
more abstract sense he calls them "forms ."

Rhythm and

harmony rank high among the forms, and are unique in
that they act upon the soul directly by means of the
hearing with less need for cogitation than language,
yet wi th similar content .

Han comes to participate in

harmony in an immediate sense; Plato clearly thinks the
soul i6 somewhat intoxicated at this point.
Aristotle, while takinq a more descriptive,
common-sensical approach, fails to see the
other-worldly connections of harmony, and treats it
more as a practical matter for performers .

Yet he

cannot bring himself to adequately explain the causal
connections between sound and character which the sind
makes.

The artist is able through imitation to expose

the full meaning of his work: we see truth in the
particular because its Significance is universal .

As

rhythm and harmony are elements of poetry, we may
assume that Aristotle never denied their integrity.
Differing as plato and Aristotle do with regard to
the status of universals, they both nevertheless leave

Carden
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so und and s ense

do lnteract 1n poetr y--whether by nature or by
conven tion, they possess an intricate conn ect10n wh ich
act s on a level that reason cannot explain .

Plato adds

a great deal of color t o this bare perception , and thi s
difference in temperament may stir a similar difference
i n modern theor i sts more than anything else .
the

richn~ss

interact10n :

of plato's ideas

su~~ests

In fact ,

another means of

the intrinsic balance of foraal

structures in effective poetry may establish a deeper
harmony that carries intellectual, e.otional, and aoral
values .

Carden
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FIRST PRI NCI PLES IN THE ORY OF SOUND IN POETRY

Edgar Allen Poe had muc h to sa y about t he
distinction b etwee n soun d and sense i n poet ry :
c ritique of Lon gfellow' s ballads he

wr~tes .

in h is

"He must be

bl i nd indeed who c annot perceive the radical and
chasmal diffe re nce betwee n the truthfu l and the
poetical modes o f inculcat ion" (10).

Dividing the mind

into faculties of intellect , taste, and the moral
sense, he c laills that the "lIoral s ense reco qnlzes duty
. . intellect dea l s with truth
of taste alone t o inform us o f Beauty .

it is the part
And Poesy is

the handllaiden but of taste"(71 ). poetry , however, is
not just dispas s i onate contelDplation of beauty, bu t "a
wild effort to reach the beauty above ," whereby the
soul "strives to allay its fever in futile efforts at
c reation" ( 71) .

In "The Ar t of versificat ion" he

qualifies this creation as ao re properly
personificat i on, but he again makes clear the
distinction between intellectual truth and poetic
beauty .

Finally in "The Poetic principle , 1t he makes

th is challenging clai. :
And in re gard t o truth--if , to be sure,
through the attainlDent of a truth , we are led
to perceive a harmony , where none was
apparent before, we experience, at once , the
true poetical effect--but th i s effect is
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r eferabl e to the harmony a lone , and not in
the least degree to t he truth whi ch merely
se rved t o render t he harmony manifest. (291)
Richard

}of .

Fletcher admits that "as an

expe ri.enter in language f or its tonal. connotati vely
evocative potentialities solely for the sake of effect,
Poe rates second t o none i n berican literature" (32).
He claims that in fact, Poe's symbolism depends on
s ound (10): "to Poe symbo l evidently aeant Boaething
that has to do not with Sight but with sound" ( 20).
In "The Rat i onale of Verse," Poe cautions that
"ha~ony

one .

is not the sole aia--not even the principal

In the construction of verse , melody should never

be left ou t of view" (213).

It is in this essay that

Poe remarks upon verse as "an inferior or less capable
music" (2 20) ; to explain , however , Poe says that "the
perception of pleasure in the equality of sounds is the
principle of music" (219), and that "verse originates
in the huaan en j oyaent of equality" (218), and that
"its idea eabraces those of si.ilarity, proportion,
i dentity . repetition , and adaptation or fitness" (218).
John Phel ps Fruit explains that for Poe,
"self-consistency is the test o f the poell" (69).
Having carved such a vast ground for working with
sound rather than sense, Poe sees the ortotn of poetry
i n the spondee: " the very oar. of a thought s.eking
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result in the

construc tion of wo rds of two s yllables, equally
accented" ( 253).
cl assica l meters .

From thi s he s oon draws o ut the
Edd Winfield Parks comments that

"the prosody of wOlds is likewise founded on equality,
although with word sounds that equality must always be
proximate rather than absolute" (84) .
Poe, then , talks freely about harmony , music. and
melody as well as rhythm in regard to poetry.
Important to keep in mind, however , 1s what Poe means
by ausic, and in a selection frOID "Marqinalia ." he
refers to Plato:

"By 'the music of the spheres' is

meant the agreements--the adaptations--in a word, the
proportions--developed in the astronomical laws.

He

IPlato] had no allusion to music 1n our understanding
of the term" (163). Fletcher suggests that "it is not
the poem or the music itself that excites and moves us,
to Poe's way of thinking; it is the harmony of the
universe, the presence behind the veil" (21).

The

influence of Plato on Poe's esthetic theory is clear in
the later poet's establishment of ideal forms reached
by poetry.

The concept of harmony again provides the

bridge between sound and siQ'nlfication.
Poe certainly places qreat stress upon the
importance of sound in poetry, seeing in the proportion
and balance of sound a structure which delivers the
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Thi s fo rm of kn owledge he cha ra c te ri ze s

as a mediary between t he intellectual and moral
facult i es, whose ob j e c t beauty is personified in the
poe. itself through its sound structure , which is
described by its tone .

Fruit co•• ents on Poe's

doctrine that "the pleasure of poetry resides in the
indefinite sensations produced by the association of
music with perceptible imaqes" (91).

Parks notes, "At

least in part, Poe tended to judqe other poets by the
melodic effects which they i.parted to their lines"
(83) .

In "The Philosophy of Composition." Poe explains
the process he went through in composinq "The Raven":
"Reqardinq, then, Beauty &s .y province, .y next
question referred to the tone of its hiqh.st
manifestation" (198), which he finds in .elancholy. The
chief sound structure he chooses is the refrain, which
"depends for its impression upon the force of
.onotone--both in sound and thouqht.

The pleasure is

deduced solely from the sense of ident1fy--of
repetition" (199).

Seekinq a "sonorous" sound capable

of "protracted emphasis," Poe uses the lonq "0" with
the "r" beino the easiest consonant to pronounce;
finally, he selects words with this sound which fit the
tone, e,g., "Lenore," "never.or."

(200).

Fruit pOints

out that Poe's belief. "that .elancholy is in ••parable
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from th e hiqher man i fest atio ns o f the bea uti ful , 15
omnipresent , and that t he bel1ef has a firm basis in
nature and reason " ( 114).
The point Poe makes is that truth is not the
object of poetry . but b eauty .

Truth mus t be expressed

in propositions, but beauty 1s expressed 1n music and
poetry .

Music uses a more abstra c t medium than poetry,

but poetry achieves i ts special effect through the
arranqe.ent of meaningful sounds.

Sound and sense

always accompany each other , and it is their harmony
that deter.ines whether or not it is poetry .

The sense

c an be expressed just as well in prose .
Criticisms of Poe have been that he carried this
too far. and T . S. Bl iot, in From Poe to Valery.
adaonishes the earlier poet for sacrificing aense for
sound.

Fletcher cOllpla1ns that there 1s a "dilemma

occaaioned by Poe's insistence on the aural rather that
the visual

sound is aural ; writing visual . . .

Tone, therefore, is of secondary importance in writing
to the visualizable" (22).

But Fruit arques that

" haraony o f sense and expression" is " Poe's forte of
te chnique" ( 84) .
What Poe leaves is a suggestion that something
other than truth and lIorality may be equally i.portant
for lIan, that is, that the esthetic sphere has its own
domain of objects and relationships. and that poetry
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In t he wo rd "neve rmore ," sound

and sense agree in t one , and the l r f i tness or ha rm ony
evokes the value and si gn iflcance of t he word . I ndeed,
such a belief lies behind th is idea f rom Poe's "A
Chapter of suggestions: "
The great variety of melodi ous expression
which is g iven ou t fr om the keys of a plano,
might be made , in proper hands, the basis of
an excellent fairy tale. Let the poet press
his finger steadily upon each key, keeping it
down, and imagine each prolonged series of
undulations the history of joy, or of sorrow,
related by a good or evil spirit imprisoned
within.

There are some notes which almost

tell, of their own accord , true and
intelligible histories.

(190)

That sound itself c an deliver an effect which
"lifts" man may seem a quaint Romantic notion COiling
from Poe, but it is an idea which serves repeatedly to
explain the peculiar phenomenon of poetry, which rises
above prose in its integrity as an esthetic experience.
The lanouage is remarkably powerful , and the attention
is suspended in a moving train of images and sound. The
current of sound washes over the sense until the
listener is brought to experience the deliverance
poetry can provide.

Beauty is an object inexpressible
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It

seems t o convey some t hing e xpr e ssibl e in language , but
i t is said with such a

pr ec ~ s ~ o n

paraphrasing can equal.

t hat no amount o f

It t i nges the moral sense with

perceptions, but no clear duty or command i s given .
Beauty is an indescribable obJec t, but one whi c h can be
approached by the poet in his efforts to soar to the
heavens with the timeless essences. As Parks
suamarizes , lilt is not by a ccident t hat ' The Philosophy
of Composition ' was to become t o other conscious
artists, especially t o French poets, critics , and even
musical composers , a guiding l i ght" (88).

Like Poe, W. B. Yeats too thinks that the sound of
poetry is i.portant.

In "An Introduction for My

Plays," he writes , " I have spent my life 1n clearing
out of poetry every phrase written for the eye, and
bringing all back to syntax that 1s for ear alone"
(529).

He seems to carry sound primarily in syntax :

"As I altered my syntax, I altered my intellect .
I had bequn to get r i d of everything that is not
in some sense character in action .

. .' write for the

ear, ' I thought , so that you may be instantly
understood" (530) .

As A. Norman Jeffares writes in

B. Yeats and His Methods of writing verse," "Yeats
always chanted his verse aloud as he wrote, seeking

IIW.
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al ways the rIght word, wh i ch would conv e y his meaning
and yet fit into the s ound effect w ich he des i red to
crea'te" (302).
Sound in poetry takes on a rIch sense for Yeats in
traditional stanzas, ancient
psychological experience.

~em ori es,

and

His use of symbolism to

express sound effects ("memorIes," as Plato

~l.ght

call

them) in syntax gives new significance to the notion of
harmony 1n poetry.

Yeats complements Poe's theory of

beauty as the province of the poem . For Poe . a faculty
of mind provides the link between ideas and experience,
while in Yeats, the bridge is formed by the evocation
of symbols; both, however , transport the soul through
har.ony and rhythm to an ideal world.
Yeats 1s remarkable for his ties with the ancient
Irish tradition of the bard who sang his poetry, though
he reaarks in "Speakinq to the Psaltery."

"I

...

did

not often compose to a tune, though I sometimes did.
yet always to no'tes that could be written down and
played on .y friend's organ" (15).

In this essay. he

co•• ents that
The relation between formal music and speech
will yet become the subject of science .
I suggest that we will discover in this
relation a very early stage in the
develop.ent of music.

and that thoae
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wh o love lYl.'ic poetry but cannot tell one
t une from another repea

a state of mind

whi ch created musi c and yet was incapable o f
th e emotional abstraction wh ich delights in
patterns of s ound separated from words, (20)
Yeats's stress on music in his dramati c verse is
evident als o in his essay "The The atre" : "Verse spoken
without a musical emphasis seems but an artificial and
cumbersome way of saying what might be said naturally
and simply in pro se" ( 168-9),

It seelDs that this

"lIusical emphasis," then , serves to distinquish poetry
fr om prose , by produc ing a particular effect on the
reader.

Yeats analyzes this effect in terms of

eaotion--not just a physical emot10n. but an
intellectual emotion .

He .entions this effect i n th1s

essay when he writes , "The emotion that comes with the
music o f words 1s exhausting, like all intellectual
emotions" (168).
The musi c of wo rds is captured. it seems, by the
rhythm of poetry .

In his essay "Modern poetry," Yeats

affirms this idea, a s well as Jeffares 's clai m that
Yeats intended his poetry to be c hanted aloud :
When I have read you a poem I have tried to
read it rhyth.1cally
.ethod .

. . there is no other

A poem 1s an elaboration of the

rhytha. of co•• on speech and their
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To read a

hearers unaccustomed to

poetry ma y find it easy t o unders tand , is t o
turn it i n t o bad , florid prose. ( 508)
It should be noted that Yeats points to the
association of rhythms with profound feeling, a link
with an ancient past revealed in deep memories.

In

"Certain Noble Plays of Japan , " he arques , "It should
be aqain possible for a few poets to write as all did
once, not for the printed paqe but to be sunq" (223) .
This memory of older traditions is emphasized when he
cOIl.ents further. "A. poetical passaqe cannot be
understood without a rich me.ory . . . for the ear must
notice slight variations upon old cadences and
custollary words" (227).
Yeats makes it clear that his poetry attespted to
appeal to the rhythms of an older tradition.

Concern

with syntax that echoed ancient rhythms led to his
powerful poetry .

In "A Genera l IntrodUction for My

work," he writes,
I tried to make the lanquage of poetry
coincide with that of passionate noraal
speech .

I must seek, not as Wordsworth

thouqht. words in coaaon use, but a powerful
and passionate syntax, and a complete
coinCidence between period and stanza.
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I need a passi onate syntax for

passionate subject- matter I compel myself to
accept t hose t radition al meters that have
developed with the language . .

I must

c hoose a traditional stanza, even what I
alter must seem traditi onal . ( 522)
As Robert Lawrence Beum writes , Yeats
"instinctively recognized that metrics is a crucial
aspect of the poet's trade" (30).

Adelyn Dougherty

concludes that "Yeats is clearly to be located , as
metrist, in the mainstream of English tradition" (27).
The link of rhythm wi th memory provides deeper
insight into the emotional effect of the sound of
poetry, a rich , intellectual emotion, captured by the
struggle of the poet to work in static forms.

It is

this struggle whi ch elicits the passion of his verse.
Later in this essay Yeats explains his interpretation
of what takes place within the esthetic effect he
sought :
The contrapuntal structure of the verse . .
combines the past and the present . . . . What
moves me and my hearer is a vivid speech that
has no laws except that it must not exercise
the ghostly voice.

I am awake and asleep, at

my moment of revelation, self-possessed 1n
self-surrender.

(524)
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As W. H. Auden r ema l-ks . "Yea ts rel eas ed regulals t.anza ic poetry

I

whether reflective

iambic mono ton y" (350).

C' ~:

lyric a l . fr om

Indeed , Yeat s's uniqu e style

results fr om his ski ll 1n mani pulation of tradi tion al
f orms .

As he c laims in "poetry and Tradit ion , " "We

ought to make a more subtle
form" (248) .

rhythm. a more organic

Further, in "Edmund Spenser .

II

Ye ats

notes , "Every generation has more and more loosened the
rhythm, more and mo re broken up and disorganized, for
the sake of subtlety of detail. those great rhythms
whi ch move, as it were. in Ilasses of sound" (380).
Delmore Sc hwartz comments that "The metrical mastery
which accoaplishes so much works through variations of
the i ambic structure of a co.plexity which is 8uch that
the proper names for all the devices do not. so far as
I know. e xist" (325).
Yeats seeks his own voice by experimenting with
the rhythms o f tradition, seeking both t o unearth ties
to the past and to capture new insights that play upon
reason and the illaqination. In "Discovel-1es." he hints
at a fuller theory of intellectual emotions: "We have
found a new deliqht. in essences, in states of mind , in
pure imagination. in all that comes to us most easily
in elaborate music " (266).
In "The Symbolism of Poetry 1'1 Yeats <Jives his Iloat
eo.plete theory of poetry; it is here that he coabines
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all his ideas con cerning l"hythm a nd f o r m into a

penetrating esthetics.

The mos t f amous passage from

thi s essay cer ta inly displays a timeless quality :

All sounds, all colours, all fo rm s either

because of their ore-ordained energies or
because of long association , evoke
indefinable and yet precise emotions, or,

8S

I prefer to think, call down among us certain
disembodied powers, whose footsteps over our
hearts we call emotions; and when sound , and
colour, and form are in a musical relation , a
beautiful relation to one another, they
beeo.e, as it were, one sound, one colour,
one form and evoke an emotion that 1s made
out of their distinct evocations and Yet is
one emotion. (157)
Yeats preserves the ambiguity concerninq the
significance of sound, whether by nature or convention,
in his distinction of "pre-ordained enerqies" or "lonq
association . "

Yet it is clear that he has expanded the

concept of an esthetic effect to be the end of all art
forms.

This important effect cannot be rendered by the

particular rhythms or sounds, but comes with the blend
of the .any into one .

As Beul! writes, Ita fully

satisfying poem is not rhythms

. . but the

hareonization of rhythm , imaqe, diction, conception,

·
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It 1.5 1mpor tant t o note t he appeal

to harmony of the parts--a platon1c notion o f an
l.ntellectual. propor t10nal tone.

Beum explains

further ,
Ultimately what is required in te rms of
pros ody 1s the ability to gi ve perfect
struc ture to a poem , that is. to give it a
shape expressive of the experience wit h which
the poem deals--and beyond that, t o adjust ,
insofar a s the language will allow , every
parti c le of the structure so that its timbre
and movement will help enact, or at least not
contravene, the sense .

(14)

T .S. Eliot echoes this idea in his essay "The
poetry of W. B. Yeats" when he explains , concerning
Yeats's dramatic verse,
what is necessary is a beauty which shall not
b e in the line or the isolable passage , but
woven into the dramatic passage i tself; 60
that you can hardly say whether the lines
give grandeur to the drama, or whether it is
t he drama which turns the words into poetry.
(340)

Yeats returns , however, in "The SyabolisDI of
poetry,"

to emphasize again the illportance of rhythll

in delivering the poetic effect:
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is to prol ong

t he momen t of contempl at10n. the momen t when
we a r e bot h as lee p and awake , whi ch i s th e
one moment of creation , b y hushing us with an
alluring mono tony , while it holds us waking
by

variety , t o keep us in t hat state of

perhaps real trance. in which the mind
liberated from the pressure of the will is
unfolded in symbols . ( 159)
Yeats reveals here h i s belief that an ancient ,
perhaps primordial , mind or spirit lurks beneath the
s urface of our conscious life , and that in the deepest
throes o f poe tic rhythm our link. wi th a c o •• on past
reveals itself in powerful emotional or intellectual
symbols .

In a sense , then, the sound of poetry el i cits

t he most powerful effects that play upon the intellect .
In this essay, he asserts that "Besides emotional
s ymbo l s . . . there are intellectual symbols , symbols
that evoke i deas alone, or ideas mingled with emotions "
( 160) .

Yeats explains in one of the most profound

passages o f this essay :
It is the intellect that decides where the
reader shall ponder over t he procession of
ayabols , and if the symbols are merely
e.otional, he gazes from amid the ac c idents
and destin i es o f the world ; but if the
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symbols are inte llec tual to o, he becomes a
part of pure

inte l l ~c t ,

and he is

h~mself

mingled with the process. (161)
As A.C . partridge writes , "His contribution to the
modernist move.ent lay in the rhythmical flexibility
and co •• on syntax he was able , after 1915 , to cOlDmand"
(130).

Partridge comments further: "A recognized qift

of Yeats was his ability to animate or retard rhythm
through his sensitive command of expression . Whatever
the subject or form of a poem , he had an instinctive
feeling for the rhythm proper to its self-determining
pattern"

(100) .

The overall harmony Yeats meant to achieve in
poetic sound results in his idea of intellectual and
emotional symbols, archetypes or foras, ancient
memories that bridge the hearer with a spiritual world.
Yeats's work in freeing traditional stanzaic patterns
for modern poets sets in their sound structure the
foundation for all subsequent work.

T. S . Eliot also recognized the distinction of
sound and sense in poetry.

His use of iambic rhythm

allows for conversational speech. while his fraqmentary
phrasing eaphaalzes, 1n fact , carries, the lIe80ino.
Eliot's style is critical to understandinq the a.aning
of his poetry; as much as in what the words mean, or
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the sense of t he poem, t h e way 1n wh ich t h e spe ech i s
made c ontinually underc ut s or amv lif 1es the
conventional mean 1ng o f t he word s .

El io t's poe try i s

intended to be experienc ed ; the overall effect is
rendered by the sound as mu ch as by the sense--fitness
of both is essential to produce t he overall har.ony of
the poem.

The aim of his poetry is to eli c it thought

and feeling, an intellectual and emotional effect.
Eliot seeks a .return to common speech as much as
Yeats, and like the Irish P02t, he feels ancient
rhythms .ust be echoed in his creations .

These rhythms

carry the intellectual and emotional values of the
culture, and while the esthetic purpose of poetry is to
recreate these values , insofar as they represent what
man holds to be universally qood and beautiful. poetry
has a moral purpose as well.
Eliot is too much of an Aristotelian to think that
the sounds of words alone carry meaning: he argues that
both sound and sense are mere abstractions from the
poem itself; however, the overall effect of the poem is
rendered by the musical relationship established by the
fitness of the word with the words near it in syntax,
and by the echOing of the word throughout the poem.
Eliot caae to aaster the role of co.poser of poetry.
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Eliot addresses t he dlstlnction o f sound and se nse
as a l iterary legac y when he wr i tes in From Poe t o
valery ,
Poetry , of di ffere nt kinds , may be said to
range from that in which the attent ion of the
reader i s directed primarily to the sound. to
that in whi c h it is directed primarily to the
sense.

With the former kind the sense may be

apprehended almost unconsciously ; with the
latter kind--at these two extremea-- i t 1s the
sound , of the operation of which upon us we
are unconscious.

But with either type , sound

and sense must cooperate; in even the most
purely incantatory poem, the dictionary
.eaning of words cannot be disregarded with
impuni ty . (1 4 )
Because Eliot recoonizes the relationship between
sound and sense 8S a polarity, it is clear that this
distinction is siqnific ant in his poetic theory.

In

this work, Eliot c omplains of some excess of sound over
sense in Poe's poetry , but in his essay on "Milton I , "
he makes clear that too much emphasis on sound c an
destroy the poetry entirely : "Milton writes Bn91ish
like a dead languaoe .

dictated by a demand of

verbal music, instead of by any demand for sense"
(159 ).

He claims this style has ha.pered subsequent
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or1g l.nall.ty l.Jl verse: the music

has overcome the poetry.

Eliot t h inks that in Mi lton's

verse . "The s yn tax is determine d by musl.cal
significance, by t he auditory imagination, rather than
by the attempt to f o llow actual speech or thought"
(160).

The auditory imagination. according to

partri dge, is "the true poeti c instinc t

. .

sensitivity t o syllable and rhythm" (141) .

In Milton's

poetry , however.
a dislocation takes place , through the
hypertrophy of the auditory imagination at
the expense of the visual and tactile, so
that the inner meaning is separated from the
surface, and extends to become so.ethin9
OCCUlt, or at least without effect upon the
reader until fully understood . . . . for the
pleasure of the ear the meaning is hardly
necessary.

( 161)

A new and different significance for .usic in
poetry emerges with Eliot.

As partridge comments ,

Musical verse is not likely to endure. unless
meaning is deeply associated with the words
used.

Choice of words may be inspired , and

their order in an effective l i ne may need to
be manipulated; but the organization of the
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poem, as a wh o le , is what chiefly mat ters.
11 41 )

El i ot impl ies the need for t he coopera ti on between
sound and sense when he writ es in "Johnson as Critic
and poet ," "The modern in"'lination is t o put up wi th
some degree of lncoherence

of sense , to be tolerant of

poe ts who do not know themselves exactly what they are
trying to say, so long as the verse sounds well and
presents striking and unusual imagery"

( 173) .

Eliot

attempts to refine the significance of sound in this
essay when he writes ,
by "ear" for poetry I a-.ean an immediate
apprehension of two things which can be
considered in abstraction fro. each other,
but which produce their effect in
rhythm and diction.

unity:

They imply each other :

for the diction--the vocabulary and
construction--will determine the rhythm, and
the

rhythms which a poet finds congenial

determine his
Words and

rhyth~

diction.

( 190-1)

must coalesce in harmony to

convey thoughts and feelings effectively ; this
relationship goes far beneath the conscious level .

In

his essay "Poetry and Drama," he remarks. liThe chief
effect of style and rhythm, in dramat ic speech, whether
prose or verse , should be unconscious" (77) .

Further,
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he c l aims t h at with "DramatI c poetry , at its mome nts o f
gre a t est intensIty .

we t ouch th e borde r o f those

feelings wh ic h onl y mus ic c a n e xpress" (7 8 ).

St il l, he

believes t he poet should wri te f or th e ear a s well a s
the eye, f or he adds that "the way it sounds when you
read it to yourself is the test " (83 ).
In "The Social Function of poetry , " Eliot
discusses the effect of poetry on thought and feeling
as well as the ties between the poet and the people.
He argues that "poetry has primarily to do with
expression of feeling and emotion" (8 ) .

The aim of

poetry is "to give pleasure " (6) , and "the
coml\unl.cation of some new experienc e"

(7) .

This

emotional content, he claias, 1s best expressed in the
common language o f the people--that is, in the language
common t o all classes:

t h e structure , the rhythm, the

sound, the idiom of a language, express the personality
o f the people whi c h speaks it" ( 8-9).

The poet's ties

t o t he peop le are through language , and in this poetry
clearly serves a moral purpose:

!lIn expressing what

other people feel he is also changing the feeling by
making it more conscious ; he is making people more
aware of what they feel already , and therefore teaching
them something about themselves" (9) .
In exercising his ntany functions, the poet must
realize Eliot's well-known conception of a "unif i ed
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As Thomas R. Ree s explai ns , El I ot' s

p oe t ic theory was inf lue nce d by the phIlosopher Bradl e y
in his c laim that
a unified sensibility implies a high degree
of coordinat ion

betwe ~ n

the sens ory,

affective, and intellectual faculties of the
mind.

But if there is a d is sociation of

sensibility , the creative and cerebral
processes are not only uncoo rdinated but each
act of the mind is partly dissociated into
its sensory, affective , and intellectual
components .

A well-developed sensibility

would therefore involve the harmonious
operation of all fa c ulties of the human mind,
with sensations , emotions, and ideas existing
as synthesized elements of a unified
sensibility.

(20)

Perhaps such poems t hat polarizes sound and sense
in allowinq one to dominate are best understood as
examples of a diSSOCiated sensibility .

Certainly, the

idea of the unity of sensibility seems applicable to
Eliot's notion of the music of poetry.

The fact that

he devotes a major essay to thi s idea points to his
realization of its siqnificance, and the theoretical
principles he establishes in liThe Music of Poetrytl are
indeed among his most influential.

I
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In t hi s es say , Eliot depr e c Iates the I mportance to

h im o f scans ion:
it

i s only t he study . not o f poet r y but o f

p oems , that c an tra i n ou r ear .

I t 1s no t

from rules , or by c ol d-bl ooded i mitation of
sty le , that we learn t o write :

we learn b y

imitation indeed, but by a deepe r imitation
than 1s a c h i eved by analysi s of s tyle . ( 19)

He reaffirm s th e importanc e o f sound in poetry ,
but that "poetry must not stray too far from the
ordinary everyday languaqe wh i ch we use and hear" (21) .
The sound of poetry i s an abstraction from the poem
itself , yet i t is nevertheless 1.portant to its
effectiveness .

The music of poetry refers to the

overall harmony of all the interrelationships of sound
and sense .

A larqer c onception of technique i n poetry

e.erqes which s heds light on Eliot' s style.

He c laims

that " t he meaning of a poem may be s omething larger
than its author ' s con sc ious purpose. and something
remote fro. its origi ns . . . . the poet is occupied
with front i ers of consciousnes s beyond which words
fail , though meanings still exist" ( 22-3 ).
As partr i dge notes, " Poems t hat c onve y mystical
experience striVe unceasingly to a c hieve an i dentity
between their self-determining form and their subject,
between the rhythm and the thought" (180) .

Blio t
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argues, "The poem comes before t he f orm , in the se nse
that a f orm gr ows ou t of the attempt of somebody to say
s omething" (31) .

He c laims t.hat "while poetry a t tempts

to convey somet.hing beyond what c an be co nveyed in
prose rhythms, it remains , al l the same , one person
talking to another " (23 ).

The poe t must "be fa i thful

to the material in which he works ; it is out o f sounds
that he has heard that he must make his melody and
harmony" (24 ).

The sound structure must cooperate

with the sense of the words .
poetry ,

11

Eliot explains that in

there Jlust be transi tiona between passaqes of

greater and less intensity, to give a rhythm of
fluctuating emotion essential to the musical s tructure
of the whole" (23).
Mary Cleophas costello remarks on "Eliot's
insistence upon the necessity for incorporating the
rhythms of conte.porary speech into verse and the
necessary modifications which this brings about in the
sound structure " (2 3).

She clai.s that he "modified

th e conception of music to i nclude the rhythms of
comaon speech"

(24).

costello argues.

"Formal

discourse of whatever kind. he implies. comprises a
union of sound structure and meaning structure" (15);
furtheraore , "Verse is the most convenient general ter.
to designate the more or less regular patterning of
rhyth.ic sound i n a lanquage" (16).
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pal-tri dge notes that " El iot tended to conc e1 ve h15
l onger poems as musi ca l composi t ions " (174) .

Eliot

seems qu ite similar to Yeats in hi s adherence to
traditional f orms , seeking creative freedom and
originality within formal bou nds .

partridge c laims .

"He was strenuously preoccup1ed with the paradox o f
versification, which was to be free to capture the
nuance of actual conversation, and yet be high ly
disciplined in its technical structure" (172) .

He adds

that "Eliot is a skillful artist in phonetic effects .
his use being both deliberate and unobtrusive" (171) .
Eliot explains his conception of sound in poetry
clearly when he says,
I believe that the properties in which music
concerns the poet most nearly , are the rhytha
and the sense of structure.

. I know that

a poem . or a passage of a poem, may tend to
realize itself first as a particular rhythm
before it reaches expression in words . and
that this rhytha may bring to birth the idea
and the image. (32)
Further , he adds that "SO far as i t (poetry) may go in
musical elaboration , we must e xpect a time t o come when
poetry will have again to be recalled to speech"

(33) .

Eliot's conception of Bound 1n poetry 1s rich, and
though he may see. to downplay its importance in
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itself, this I S only bec ause he f inds the la["ger
unified sensibility to be thr eate: ed by excessive
stress on s ound al one .

He argu es,

what matters, in short , 1s the who le poem:
and if the whole poem need not be, and often.
should not be, wholly melodious , it follows
that a poem is not made only out of
"beautiful words."

I doubt whether, from the

point of view of sound alone , any word is
more or less beautiful than another . .
the ugly words are the words not fitted for
the company in which they find themselves.
( 24 )

The laroer harmony of sound structure and meaning
rendered by the whole poe. is explained as a complex
relationship :
The music of a word is, so to speak, at a
point of intersection:

it arises from its

relation first to the words immediately
preceding and follow1no it, and indefinitely
to the rest of its context; and from another
relation , that of its i . .ediate meanings in
that context to all the other meanings which
it has had in other contexts, to its greater
or les8 wealth of aS80ciations.

Not all

words , obviously, are equally ri c h and

!
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. f o r it is only at

certain moments that a word c an be made t o
insinuate the whole history of a
language and a civilization.

(2 5)

Eliot clearly insists on the significance of musi c in
poetry, not
and form.

8S

pure sound hut as a composite of sound

He summarizes:

My purpose here 1s to insist that a "musical
poem" 1s a poem which has a lIusical pattern
of sound and a musical pattern of secondary
meanings of the words which compose it, and
that these two patterns are indissoluble and
one.

And if you object that it 1s only the

pure sound, apart from the sense, to which
the adjective ".usical" can be rightly
applied , I can only reaffirm my previous
assertion that the sound of a poem 1s 8S much
an abstraction frOM the poeM as is the sense.
(25-6)

wallace Stevens exercises qreat care

~n

expressinq

the distinction between sound and sense in poetry , and
establishes perhaps the richest content for the music
of poetry of all his predecessors .

As Alan Perlis

writes, "Throuqhout his writinq career, Stevens
de_onstrated an intense interest in the relationship
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Frank Doggett aQ rees

when he co mme nts , "Music , runnin g t hli sc ale of mean l.ng
between th e ordina r y sen se o f t he word and its s ymbo li c
essences , is stevens' most perva Slve f i gur e" (1 89).
Finally , Robert Buttel adds, a s a note , tha t " however
subtle the inflUence of music on h i s poetry was , the
influence was great" (139).
The concept of the music of poetry takes on
various uses by all poets, but as Socrates might have
noted, few can explain well what it means.

stevens, in

"The Nobel Rider and the Sound of Words," offers this
observation : "I do not know of anything that will
appear to have suffered more from the passage of time
than the music of poetry and that has suffered less I!
( 32 ) .

In the passage that foll ows this apology,

Stevens sees most clearly the reason for its survival:
The deepening need for words to express our
thoughts and feelings which, we are sure , are
all the truth that we s hall ever experience,
having no illusions, makes us listen t o words
when we hear them, loving them and feeling
them, makes us search the sound of them f or a
final i ty , a perfection, an unalterable
vibration . which it is only within the power
of the acutest poet to give them.

Those of

us who .ay have been thinking of the path of
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poeu"y , tho se wh o understand t ha t wor ds are
thouQhts and no t onl y OUl. own thoughts bu t
the though ts o f men and women Ignorant o f
what it is that they are thinking, must be
conscious of this:

th a t above everything

else , poetry is words ; and that words, above
everythinQ el se, are, in poetry , s ounds .
A poet's words are o f t hi ngs that do not
exist withou t the words.

. Poe t ry 1s a

revelation in words by means of the words .
132-3)

stevens exhibits the sense and sound of these remarks
when he writes in "Adagio", "words are the only
melodeon" (171).
sound serves as a link for man with life ; Doggett
explains , "The word . like the noise of motion. the cry
of the self , even the utterance of the poem that gives
meaning to the world, is only another sound issuing
from the ground of being" (165) .
crucial aspect of poetry .

As such, sound 1s a

Perl is writes . "sound unites

tangible reality with spirit , enabl i ng each to change
with nature" (97).
The sound of a word of poetry would seem t o have
to do with its c onnotation rather than its denotation.
The i.aginat10n is bound in relation t o reality;
connotative nature of words 1s limited by their

the
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In the past , for e xample , mU S1C 1.11 poet r y

had different sou nds-- the same ef f ec t s will not work
now . As Stevens explains , lOA variation between th e
sound of words in one age and the s ound o f words i n
ano ther age is an instance of t he pressure of reality"
(13).

Today, some view the whole no tion of music in

poetry as romanti c sentimentality, but Stevens explains
this as the interplay of imagination and reality: "A
tendency toward the connotative . . . cannot continue
against the pressure of reality" ( 16) .
Nevertheless, fo r Stp.vens , as Edward Kessler
notes, "the sound of words sometimes seems to be a
reality in itself, a defense against the pressures of
disorder froll within as well as without" (114).

As

Stevens writes in "Three Academic Pieces,"
Perhaps the whole field of connotation is
based on resemblance .

Perhaps resemblance

which seems to be related 60 closely to the
imagination is related even more closely to
the intelligence, of which perceptions of
reseablance are effortless accelerations .
(75 )

Stevens offer a definition of poetry in terms of this
idea:

Poetry is a satisfying of the desire for the
reseablance.

As the mere satisfying of a
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Its
a~ t

of satis fying

t he des ire f or re s elllblance it touches th e
sense o f reality , it enhances the s ens e o f
reality, heightens it , intensifies it . (77)
This concept of resemblance seems appropr i ate for Poe's
notion of the spondee--an equality of s ounds generating
thoUght .

In fact , Poe's use of the refrain, Yeat's use

of repetition , and Eliot's use of incantation, may all
be exa-ples of reseablance.
Poetry can create perceptions of reselllblance
through the connotative power of words , especially
their sounds .

The effect of the whole , the harmony of

all the parts , can be described a& the music of poetry ,
although both Eliot and Stevens caution that it must
not overcome the sense.

In fact , it is the sound

linked with sense that seems like music expressing
though ts and feelin g s with intellectual and emotional
content.
Stevens explains in "Effects of Analogyll that
" another mode of analogy is to be found in the Ilusic of
poetry" (124 ).

It is in this essay that he refers to

Eliot as a musical poet . pointing to the stanzaic form s
with strict meter and rhv-e that preceding ages used,
he argues that the ausic of poetry had to change.

As

John Hollander coaaents, "Music used naively is like
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al l manifest ly a vailabl e publ ic mytho logies ; for th e
i maginati on , they are all like s t atues , i mmobile .
Metaphors reached down from a shelf c anno t des c end"
(254).

Stevens explains ,
It is simply that t here has been a change in
the nature of what we mean by music.

It is

like the change from Haydn to a voice
intoning . .

There is no accompaniment

. Instead of a musician we have an
orator whose speech sometimes resembles
music.

We have an eloquence and it is that

eloquence that we call mus i c everyday,
without having much cause to think about it.
(125-6)

The modern aqe has allowed more freedom with
traditional stanzaic form, meter, and rhyme; but music
has ancient ties with all other art forms, and it
changes as 11fe changes.

As Stevens suggests, the

connotation of words, essential for poetry, is limited
by the pressures of reality.

He argues, "Art. broadly,

is the form of 11fe, or the sound or color of life.
considered as form (in the abstract) it is often
indistinguishable from life itself" (158).

As Irvin

Elirenpreis comments, "The peculiar feature of music is
that it seems both a human and a natural fora of
pleasing significant sound;" natural sounds differ in
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. As a poe t, stevens

wanted t o f ind word s that could convey his moods and
meanings with such prop rie ty and inevitability.

It is

in this sense that h i s poetry a sp ires t o the co ndi ti on
of music" (227).
Poe thought of p o etry as verse , and in his day , as
stevens commented, "there actually was a music" (125) .
The harmony or fitness of sound and sense over the
whole of the poem rendered pleasure in contemplation of
beauty .

Some sounds are more conducive to this, and

should be used with the right proportion of reason and
imagination.

Yeats appealed to much the same notion of

harmony over the whole poem creating pleasure in the
expression of thought and feeling through the evocation
of intellectual and emotional symbols.

Rhythm was the

primary element of the verse that he thought would link
man with his cultural past.

But the sound of his

poetry h ad changed greatly from Poe's; anachronistic
music in poetry was already con notatively dead .

For

Eliot, poetry was the creation of· a unified
sensibility , and he makes it clear that music can be
too dominant; if in fact i t comes to be noticeable it
is probably too much .

But Eliot , like yeats, turned to

traditional verse forms. seeking to express thought and
feeling in highly musical frameworks.
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Stevens defin ed poetry as " a sat isfying of the
desire for resemblan ce. "

This pleasurable effect 1s

due to its linking o f man with reality.

The

imagination is man's expressive f orce, his will aga i nst
the pressures of reality .

As Dogget t remarks, IIHusic,

in Stevens' figurative use of it, may also stand for a
personal experience of the world" (186).
The .usic of poetry may mean no more than the
harmonic or unified arrangement of word sounds based on
their connotations. Word sounds take form in
resemblance, a function of the imagination and the
intelligence.

In giving pleasure through the

satisfaction of the desire for resemblance , poetry
differs from music because, in expressing life, it
enhances the sense of reality.

As Kessler explains,

"Because poetry, by ellployinq words and not notes, is
anchored in a world of denotation, the poet must face
the 'reality' of an impure language that only at times
reaches the condition of music" (113).
Ultimately, Stevens finds this a worthy trade, as
he claims 1n "On Poetic Truth" :
The poet exercises a power over life, by
expressing life, just as the novelist does;
and I am by no means sura that the poet does
not exercise this power at more levels than
the novelists , with more colors. with as much
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perce pt.ion an d cer ta i nly wi th more mu s i c, no t
mer ely verbal music, but. the rhythms and
tones of human feeling.

(2 45)

The power Plato reali zed in poetry to establish
benef i cial rhythms in man can be seen in s t evens as
well .

As Kessler cl aims ,
The task of the artist faced with an unruly
reality is not to invent form s but to
dis co ver 'ideas of order' and to share them
with others.

He mus t not impose order on

11fe ; he must try to illuminate throuqh his
imagination a c hanging world that c an never
be held by one system o f beliefs .

Onc e

he has experienced that imaqe, the poet has a
responsibility t o his fellow man that is not
s oci al or political, but is moral
nevertheless. ( 147)
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INFER ENCE S FROM THE WA STELAND

Eliot 's ver s e d i spl ays his t echni c a l v i r t uosi t y 1n
t he use of so und ef f ects.

Rh ythm an d h ar mony ex ist

within a nd wi thout the li nes.

Able t o wr i te flawlessly

in the str ic tes t mete rs , he also con tribu te d original
variations t o English literary tradi tion that have had
tremendous impact;

at times he unites verse with prose

i n conversational rhythms.

The use of different

voices, as in The Wasteland , creates a collage effect
( a visual metaphor f or an essentially poetic
experience ) .

The many voices and various rhythms merge

i nto an overall harmony or fitness, even though it may
be debilitating, as in this poem .

Comparable to

innovators in paint i ng or in music, Eliot mastered a
new artistic form for poetry.
Rhythm and co l or are indeed two major elements of
the sound of words, and they play an important part in
Eliot's poetry .

As Rees explains, "the sonal and the

rhythmical patterns g i ve support and corroboration to
the flow of meaning!! (46 ) .

He points out that "Eliot's

lineation patterns are often reinforced . . . by
concurring patterns of c onsonance!! (45) .

Rees argues

that "Eliot unified the diverse effects in his poetry
by means of fairly regular metrical sequences, these
sequences being extracted

and synthesized from the

co_on speech of his time " (42); he supports this claim
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of s tringing his

sequences together i n suc c e ssion of rh ythmi c a l phrases ,
most of whi ch are conversa t i onal and iambi c" ( 43 ) .
partridge agrees that Eli ot "flouts tradit ional syn tax
by introducing phrases that aopea r to have no
grammatical function . The fragmentary style results
froll terse, conversational sentences." (141).

Further,

along with the importance of rhythm, he confirms
Eliot's concern with other aspe.c ts of the sound of
words:

"Eliot employs precise verbal repetition, as

well as phonological e c hoes" (177).
In The wasteland several techniques of
manipulation of sound enforce the central theme of
sterility.

Rhythmic sequences are a key to

interpreting the severely fragmented ideas.

In certain

contexts, the same words will be uttered sometimes with
authority, sometimes with irony.

The do.inant rhythm

seems iambic, and most lines are pentameter, but no
regular verse form has a majority, only a share, of the
lines which vary constantly throughout.

Heroic verse

may be the dominant meter early , but it is subject to
progressive decay through t he course of the poem. The
medley of rhythms propels the poem throughout , and the
various metrical sequences carry the meaning and tone
of each fragmentary passage.

Blank verse serves

meditative, so.ber, and grave ideasi the disjointed
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meter c reates fra gmented. a l ienated . and anX1 0US
impressions.

Regular metrica l rhythms dlternate w1 th

various a ccentual rhythm s and broken syntax .
effect is a l o ss of centrali ty and stability.
progressive de cay o f

~eter

The
The

causes a parallel effect on

the mind, dominated by an increasing sense o f sterility
o f forlls.
The strong blank verse rhythms do provide unity to
the poem--as do various effects caused by repetition of
words and images.

The overall theme of sterility is

counterpoint to subthe.es as in a syaphonic
composition .

Rees refers to Gordon Kay Grigsby in

identifying three overall themes :

steri lity , sexual

love, and rebirth, symbolized in such dominant images
8S aridity, f1re. and water.

Although these the.es

appear in fragmentary forll, a high degree of thematic
integration occurs with the pattern of repetitions that
govern the images.

In fact . Rees indicates a circular

movement in the poem as a whole, whe reby each theae ia
developed, beginning and ending , he claims. with
stet"i lity .
tiThe Burial of the Dead" is broken into f o ur
st anzas of approximately equal length; from the
beginning lines. however. a sense of disorientation and
failure is apparent :
April is the cruellest month, breeding
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Lil acs ou t o f t he dead land, mixi ng
Memory and desi re , sti r l-ing
Dull roo t s with spr i ng rain .
Win ter ke pt us wa r m, cove r i ng
Earth in

f or get ~ u l

s now, f eeding

A little life wi th dried tube r s .
The first two lines begin wi th s trong t ro chaic rhythm ,
except that the last foot in each 1s set off by a
pause .

With strong assonan c e and alliteration , eac h of

the first three lines ends wi th the present part i ciple ,
which p r opels the tho ught on to the next line.
However , in the third line , the ac c ents are somewhat
suspended, foll owed by the fourth l i ne whi c h slows to a
halt. This is repeated in l i nes five through seven.
Where the rhythm drags , in lines four and seven , the
c entral theme o f sterility is i ntroduced.

The rhythm

chanQes then to include s eve ral dactyls, a line of
German, and the fragmented conversation of the first
feminine image in th e poem , the c ousin o f th e archduke.
The last line resolves the chaotic stanza with a strong
a c centual rhythm.
The second stanza maintains a regular meter except
for the lines from wagner .

Iambi c pentameter sets the

tone for the more solemn monologue with repetition to
reinforce the grave i Dlages, especially "dry stone,"
"red rock , " "shadow , " and "sound of water . 11

As they
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are repe at ed in c l ose pr-ox im i t y . and with line 2 6 a
pa r enthet ical stateme nt , the effec t is disqu i eting ,
enf orcing th e emotion captu red in l ine 30 : " I w111 show
you fear in a handful of dust ."
The f irst mention o f s ound comes in th is stanza :
A heap of broke images, where the s un beats.
And the de ad tree gi ves no shelter. the
cricket no relief .
And the dry stone no sound of water . only
There is shadow under this red rock .
(Come in under the s hadow of this red rock) .
The point is that there is no sound of water ; there are
no sounds at all . not in man nor in the poem .

"Water"

is not repeated here; in fact, the images that are
repeated intensify the lack of water .

The extre.e

aridity found here is repeated only in the last
section , "What the Thunder- said," when the poet makes a
final attempt t o inspire h is voice, and cannot .

The

sudden appearance o f lines from Waqner's opera Tristan
and Isolde is also the first noticeable use of ausic.
though it appears throughout the poem, even t o the
nursery rhyme in the last stanza .

Introduc ing the

theae o f sexual l ove in the hyacinth girl. th i s music
closes th e scene with a traoic finality .
the speaker failed to act .
music closes.

In between .

Music speakS ; man cannot;
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The thl.rd s tan za ir.tt"oduc es the th ird voice,
Madame Sosostris, whos e speech is b la nd conversati on
with shril l repe tit. ion of "Here."

Most of the lines

break in the middle , c arry i ng the i mages o f her Tarot
cards that will re c ur later .
The final stanza is a return t o regular iambic
pentameter , but i t gives way to the vo ice of the poem's
persona--still in rhythm, but suddenly passionate,
rather wild, befitting the leap in time and
civilization underlying the image of a corpse planted
in a garden .

Given the orderly flow of rhythm until

this point, this image 1S abrupt and disconcerting,
emphasizing the horror of the question itself.

The

last line breaks down , containing two strong pauses,
finishing the
"1\

eruptio~

of anxiety.

Game of Chess" begins with twenty-seven lines

of rich blank verse, punctuated by the degraded sound
of Ph ilomel:

"'Jug Jug' to dirty ears"--a sound of

nature diminished by man's impurities.

The regular

rhythm emphasizes the richness of the next female's
boudoir, as following the cry of the nightingale the
verse becomes irregular, carrying frightening images.
Another reference to sound, "Footsteps shuffled on the
stair," intensifies the fear.
is quite unnerved. She demands:
you never speak.

The voice of the wODlan
"Speak to lie.

Why do

speak." The poem's persona can only
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Another I'efe I'enc e to

sound--"the wi nd under the door"--symbol i zes a ll th ese
voices and sounds ; it says nothing--empty sound.

The

voices interc hange , become noi ses connoting irony,
"waiting for a kno ck upon t he door. "

The poem's

persona breaks into song, albeit music o f the lower
class.
In fact, the voices themselves, of all the
characters, have become sounds, coming and going,
talk.ing, break.ing--the tense woman talking at the man;
she could as well be his conSClence. voices destroy
unity in the poem--abrupt noises that carry in speech
fragmented people .

The sound of their speech is

disturbing, disconnected, halting, as their words
beco.e noise with no meaning.

Each voice has broken

further into the metrical pattern as well as the
coherence of thought .

A sense of agitation. of unrest.

is created by the sound.

Voices speak in the poea but

say nothing. sounds with no meaning--8terile voices
seeking always to substantiate themselves.
The female voice in the bar drones painfully,
constantly interrupting with "I said." "she said." or
"he said." as if something had meaning because it was
uttered : "But if Albert makes off. it won't be for lack
of telling," or "The chea!st said it would be all
right . "

The intruding vOice, "HURRY UP PLEASE ITS
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TIME," c arr ies authority wi th no peI"t;Onallty at al l .
There lS no purpose here, no pOlnt ;
the speech concerns lack o f a c t io n .

~v en

the sense o f

The meani ng o f the

poem 1s that there is no meanin 9, or at l e ast none o f
the characters find it. Ultimately , it lS i n t he voice
of thunder , l l ke the whirlwind that que st i ons J ob .
spenser 's voice is heard in "The Fire Sermon"
referrinq directly to his own 80n9 :
softly till I end my song."

"Sweet Thames , run

Placed as it 1s in the

midst of long lines of accentual meditative verse, t he
images of the river are juxtaposed with those from
modern times .

Spenser is followed closely by Harvell :

"But at my back in a cold blast I hea r ."

The sounds

heard are of rattling bones or horns and motors .
the voice breaks down into a comic ditty:

Again

"0 the 1I00n

shone bright on Mrs . Porter/ And on her daughter/They
wash their feet in soda water."

The anachronistic

sounds of Philomel, "rudely forc'd , " carry dead
connotations.
TireSias finally identifies himself as the poem's
persona as he witnesses the scene between the typist
and the clerk, framed i n heroic verse that has a
carefully controlled rhyme ; distant at first. the end
rhyaes tiohten to ABAB for twelve Ilnes during the act
of love, ending with the fading slant rhyme in the last
two lines:

"Bestows one final patronizinq kiss, / And
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t he lover s nor the poet finds any lnspiratlon he r e .
Husic comes to t he t ypi s t; howe ver t h l S pa ssi on is wit h
t he me c hanical grammaphone.
so.eti.es a "pleasant

The music slips by--onl y

wh ini n ~

o f a mandolin , "

f o llowe d

by "a c latter and a c ha tte r f rom with in."
The songs o f the Thames-daughte r s foll ow with ve r y
short, fragmented lines with punc tuating rhyme .
Although elegant in verse, the l ove story here is just
4S sterile as that between the t YPist and clerk.

The

purgatoriel message of Augustine follows in strong
accentual rhythm, but is progressively cut short .
The short sec t i on "Death by water" captures the
sound of the sea i n its rhythmic phrases and
consonance : "the deep sea swell," "the pr ofit and
loss,"

"a curren t unde r sea,"

and "As he r o se and

fell ."

The lines are quite varied , broken , and

although they end with strong i ambic pentameter , any
dominant .etrlc in the poem has now broken down
completely.
As "Whet the Thunder Said " begins, a referen c e t o
s i lence 1s followed by s hout i ng and crying.
dying .

The age 1s

The sound of water 1s gr eatly ant i cipated

throughout the poem, bu t i n the interplay between water
and rock, reappearing here from the first of the poem,
it receives its full treatment .

One o f the most unique
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passages 1n al l Engl1s h poetry , the s i ngula l' l' epetition
o f t hese sounds r e aches a cl imactlc moment in
Tiresi a s ' s s ea rch f o r i ns plrat ion.
disappears .

All accompan imen t

He must find water , produ c e t he so und that

will bring rebirth .

He finds "A s pring," "A

pool"--these sounds c ause l i nes t o l engthen , but only
arid images appear : "cicada," "dr y grass singing." But
then. "where the hermit-thrush sings in the pine
trees / Dri p drop dr1p drop drop drop drop"--the song of
the thrush cannot 11ft the poet now : "There is no
water . "
What does the final voice say? --thunder , breaking
upon silence :

the voice of the sky , primeval fear,

beyond the limited capacity of man, demanding all. the
voice of duty.

Finally, peace, and sound gives way to

silence altogether .
perhaps the "sound" o f Eliot's poetry is a more
apt term than "music," for this is not the music of
earlier poetry ; at times there appears to be no music
at all , although sounds of rhythm , alliteration,
assonance , and repetition still exist. Perhaps Stevens
e xpres s es it most c learly when he simply says that what
is meant by music has changed. Nevertheless though
discordant at times, the s ounds of his poetry do
determine its meaning .
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INFE RENCES FROM SEL ECTED WORKS OF STEVE NS

Stevens makes extensive use o f s oun d i n h is verse.
s everal poems pos ses s the overa ll f o rm of mus1cal
compositions.

Frank Dogge t t writes that "Stevens

usuall y sets forth the idea of individual will in the
figure of the musi ci an c reat i ng i n his music his
lndividual seuse o f rea l ity" ( 191 ).

According

to Alan

Perlis , "Stevens used it (music] t o demonstrate the
relat ionships between poetry and thought, poetry and
feeling, and poetry and external nature" (136) .

Many

references are made to sounds and mus ic in his poetry.
Kessler notes that "Even when glorifying music . stevens
frequently selects images of voca l music (hymn, choir ,
chant, choral) rather than the purely symbolic 'sions'
that Mallarme' hoped to discover by divorcing poetry
from prose" (114).

Every line he wrote was directed to

the ear as much as , and sometimes more than , to the
eye.

Robert Buttel comments upon "Stevens'

extraordinary control of sound, which adds so much
tautness and exactitude to his style" (143).
Stevens captures the rhythms of l ife in the
natural . conversational, rhythmic flow of his cadenced
verse, perfecting his art in the form of blank verse.
As Buttel remarks, "More often than not , withi n his
seemingly prosaiC free verse, Stevens created the
'intensely cadenced' effects that are an identifying

i
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Ste vens man y t i mes

pract ~ ce .

his lines

mel odi c s tr a ins. Musi c seems t o permeate his

ve r se, sus tai ning the link o f i magination and reality
a chieved in his

p ~ etry.

The sound expresses man 's

feelings 1n music of spiri t , bridging h im with his llfe

experience s .

Hollander cl aims t hat "There ls. in fact,

hardly a scrap of traditi on al auditory mytho l oqy upon
which Stevens has not i.prov!sed't

(246);

further, he

adds that Stevens was a champion of sound in verse ,
mastering "that galle of rhv-e and assonance and
alliteration used &s implicit copulas of prediction"
(252).

These techniques of rhythm and harmony are

evident in Stevens's poetry , from his early creations,
suc h as "Sunday Horning" and "Peter Quince at the
Clavier," to hi s later works , like "Certain Phenomena
of Sound ."
IIsunday Horning" 1s composed in eight stanzas.
each with 15 lines of blank verse.
sonnet's logical

Each stanza has the

f orm of p os ing a questions or dile . . a

in the first part , and answering it in the later lines.
Stev~ns

displays his mastery o f this metri cal f orm by

the ease wi th which his inescapable rhythms unfold .
The poem begins with suspended rhyth. in the first
two lines :

"Co.placencies o f the peignoir , and

late/coffee and oranges in a sunny chair.

II

The f i rst
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wh11e the second

line has f our; on ly with the last thr e e feet does the
iambic meter establi sh itself, but it then provides a
tender . meditat ive rhythm for the rest of the poem . The
natural rhythms of speech thrive in the metrical flow .
The relaxed atmosphere and the exotic pleasures of life
are celebrated in the third line with striking sound,
"And the green freedom of a cock.atoo," contrasting with
the smothering sound of line five, "The holy hush of
ancient sacrifice . "

The female's mind begins to

meditate on dark, quiet images, and though the earlier
rich sounds are repeated in line nine, "The punoent
oranges and the bright , green wings," she is drawn
drea-ing into the old, lifeless ritual.

Lines eleven

and twelve capture the dry, empty world in which her
mind .oves: "Winding across wide water, without
sound . /The day is lik.e wide water, without sound." Each
of these lines contains one extra foot, and the long,
open vowels and liquidity create the sense of prolonged
measures of emptiness.

The next line, I1stilled for the

passinq of her dreaming feet," renders a detached sound
in its rhythm and repetition of the vowel in the last
two feet .

Stevens has made speCial use of close

repetition of sound throughout this stanza, not only in
rich alliteration and assonance, but in carefully
chosen word pairs: "Coffee and oranges," "green
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fre edom," "holy hush , " " calm dal"kens." "punge nt
oran ges ," wings/ seem ," "d r eam ing feet ," a nd es peci a l ly
in the r e peti tion o f "w ith out sound ," These sounds f eed
a s opor i fic state o f meditati on i nduc ed by ti es t o a
dead re li gion in striking contrast wi th t he sounds that
celebrate the physica l pleasures o f l i fe ,
This c ontrasting theme--rejection of a lifeless
myth for a living myth--is played out in the sounds of
the words in various stages o f the poem .

The Christian

religion is couched in dry , vacuous tones ("Only in
silent shadows and in dreams? ") while earthly images
are rendered in rich expressions: "In pungent fruit and
bright, green wings."

Images of life are richly

embellished in diction:
Passions of rain, or mood in falling snow;
Grievings in loneliness, or unsubdued
Elations when the forest blooms; gusty
Emotions on wet roads on autumn nights,
The myth that replaces the old religion is a
natural , even savage, acceptance and celebration of
life ; the chant of the ring of men 1s enriched by
rhythm and dicti on , as s everal i mages o f musi c and
sound occur in the last two stanzas,

These a r e the

sounds of life, the music of the natural man, full and
stimulating , changing , not dry. empty , and silent.
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Eventually , eve n the femal e figure mus t he ar the new
myth :
she hears upon that water without sound ,
A voice that cries , "The tomb in Pales tine
Is not the porch of spirits lingering .
It is the grave of J esus , where he lay . "
The poem ends with

s~qhts

and sounds of earth:

"Deer wal k upon our mountains. and the quail/Whistle
about us their spontaneous cries;/sweet berries ripen
in the wilderness."

This is a worship of the sensuous

pleasures of life , where the end is as easy as the
beginning : "At evening , casual flocks of piqeons
make/Ambiguous undulations as they sink, / Downward to
darkness, on extended winqs."

Again, stevens has

paired words to create a desired sound effect:
"AIlbiquous undulations," and "Downward to darkness."
These iconoclastic ideas in an overall har.onic form
allow esthetic beauty to exist in literary ritual.
"Peter Quince at the Clavier" displays stevens's
gift of an ear for the sounds of words to capture
music.

The theme concerns music, feeling, and spirit

by contrasting the poet limited by physical reality
with beauty expanded i n imagination incarnate . Suzanne ,
moving in the 1.aqination, hears the music of nature.
becoming for the poet the reality of beauty .

The

elders, like insenSitive voyeurs, seek to grasp her
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body , mdnaqln g only to d isrupt t he deli c ate balance;
the y are c hanged , however , and her \lIus ic becomes the
ob j ect of then' un c easi nq praise.
The poem's four stanzas are f ou r move ments of
mu sical poet l'y , e a c h wlth a part ic ul ar rhythm and
texture that deliver the feellnqs that stevens imagines
to be th e purpos e o f the poem it se lf : t he tender,
deli ca te balanc e that beauty achieves in the
ellbodillents of nature is transitol-Y, but in death the
c ycles of nature perpetuate the fleetinq link with
reality that poetry can achieve .

The whole poem itself

funct i ons as a metaphor for a musical composition.

The

two themes, introduced in the first movement , are
presented in counterpoint by the rhythmical and
harmonic foundations for each .

The second movement

treats the first theme (susanna), and the third
movement develops the second the.e (the elders).
Finally the two themes are resolved in the fourth
movement .

Each movement differs froll the others in

rhythm and color of sou.1ds .

The first movellent beO'ins

with a flexible, meditative tone capable of 1ntroducinO'
of each theme dist i nctly 1n sound .

The second movement

presents a touching , spiritual musi c to develop the
fraoile incarnation of beauty.

In contrast, the third

movement hUrries in nervous rhv-inO' couplets that
capture the self-conscious elders in theil- failure to
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The fOU1-t h movement

un folds 1n a grand, sweeping cadence o f sta t el y rh yt hms
and harmony, resolving the dram a depicted b etween t he
two themes 1n the previous movements .
The first movement consis ts of five stanzas with
three lines of accentua l tetrameter .

The vers e here

c aptures the musings of the musician concerning hlS
fee lings of desire .

The physical production of sound

captured in the assonance in the first line melts into
the harmonic alliterations in lines two and three:
"Just as my fingers on these keys/Make mUS1C , so th e
selfsame sounds/On my spirit make a music , too."

Two

kinds of music are presented here--the sounds of
"lIusic," and the feeling of "a music."

The musici an

affirms music as feeling, not sound, and his desire 1s
Qiven form in his reasoning about the imagination :
"Thinking of your blue-shadowed silk."

The soft sounds

in the fourth stanza describing Susanna are disturbed
by the harsh sounds o f the elders' comic excitement:
Of a green evening, c lear and warm,
She bathed in her still garden , while
The red-eyed elders wat c hlllg , felt

The basses of their being a throb
III wit ching chords , and their thin blood
Pulse piZZ 1ca ti o f Hos anna.

I

'
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The second movement is wr i tten in f our st.a nzas o f
from eight t o five li nes each.
f~om

Each l i ne varies with

o ne to f o ur feet o f pr i mar ily iambic r h ythm, f r o m

long, li ngering sounds (" In the green wate r, cl ear and
warm") to qui c ke r, e asie r notes ("concea led
imaginings" ).

Rhyme i s scattered through this

movement, creating

anticipat~on

before the resolution

of sound. The whole movement connotes dreamy music in
slow time ; it could be labeled "Adagio."

A sudden

change in sound occurs in the last two lines: "A cymbal
crashed, l And roaring horns."

Here, two uses of

onomatopoeia that occur with "crashed" and "roar1ng"

make evident the transition in the poem t o a second
theme or melodic line .
The third movement piCKS up where the crescendo at
the end of the second movement left off.

composed of

five pairs of rhyming couplets in accentual tetrameter,
the meter is qui c k;
"Allegro . "

th~s

movement could be termed

Interrupting upon Susanna's reveries, they

come "with a noise like tambourines." The middle
couplet 1s noti c eable, however, f o r its unique timbre:
"And as they whispered , the refrain / Was like a willow
s wept by rain."

The soft consonants used in

alliteration are emphasized by the rhyme in "refrain"
and "rain."

The effect of loss is engendered by the
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coupl et placed at t h is s trateg 1c moment , winch a llows
f o r the in tegr ati on of themes i n the fin al movement .
The last movement i s compos ed o f three s tanzas ,
c onsisting of three , se ven, and S1X lines r espectively,
put in regular blank verse w1th strong rhymes , closing
with the masculine rhyme of "plays" and "pra i se . "

The

strong meter and feminine rhyme s propel the verse in a
moving train of images in s ound , allowing a resolution
of themes in this mo re philosophical section of the
poem.

The l"eSOnance in the f i rst 1 ine , "Beauty is

momentary in the mind , " c ontrasts with the harsher
consonants in the second line , "The fitful tracing of a
portal," but is reaffirmed in the third line, "But in
the flesh it is immortal," resolving the two
conflicting themes in music.

Susanna's earthly beauty,

captured by the musicians's imaginat10n , lives in the
cycles of nature , the motions of life that make music.
A continuity underlies change in the natural world,
cl'eating the estheti c form that becomes the object of
celebration, the "maiden's choral . "

Music connects man

with his world in its fleeting rhythms of nature's
flu x.

Susanna's beauty is transformed from physical

sensations in to the memories of living people who think
o f her.

The residuum is the essence of the experience

that carries lasting value.

..............

--------~~------~
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"Certain Phenome na of sou nd " a t temp t s to e mbody
an d tr ans late the s ounds o f natu r e i n to th e f eeli ngs o f
spirit . in their preconscious e f fects o n ma n .

Poet ry

is man's attempt t o jei n in the sounds o f nature
through the fusi on of imagi n .. tl.on and reality.
i s a music of nature , but i s

l. t

There

silen ti it can only be

rendered in form s of life .
The first movement proceeds in six pairs of
couplets in blank. verse.

Strongly cadenced, the rhythll

1s no t hurried, but slowly. lazily, unfOlds in clear
images that do not circulate around reality , but simply
exist.

Stevens i s crea ting the sounds of life that

need not go beyond, but return un to themselves. There
is only quiet, emptiness , stillness.

The only sound 1s

"the beating of the l ocust's wings."

Thi s "sunday

song" does not connot e division nor separation from
reality; it simply is, and 1n examining it. our ties to
the cycles of life are confirmed . In the sounds of the
fourth couplet there is being in the nothingness: "The
room is emptier than nothingness. / Yet a spider spins in
the left shoe under the bed . "

The purely

conversational rhythm works unnoticeably In the
dominant met rical flow : the former line is light in
accents , while the latter line is ornate i n rhythmical
flow .

stevens finds the

~nteresting

in the ordinary ,
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uS1 ng sounds t o lull th e reader 1Uto a sat 1sf led
sl umbe r.
The second movement is cas t i n S1milat" me tr1c al
f orm, but ric h 1n 1mages and e xcit1n g in it !'! r hyth m and
diction:
. The sound of that sl ic k sonata,

Finding 1ts way from th e house , make musi c
seem
To be a nature , a place in which itself

Is that wh ich produces everything else.
The sound of the words becomes the vehicle of feel1nq
for the rich var i ety of life , in itself. for itself: "A
sound producing the things that are spoken."

The

sounds of the words become a music, not separate, but
one with life, the imagination fused with reality.
As the first two movements are meant t o contrast
while being paralle l in form , the third movement is a
lyr i cal song itself. What the first two parts of the
poem say i5 rendered by the third part incarnatlng the
sounds .

"Eulalia" 15 a musical name connoting eulogy.

The speaker , "semiramide, dark-syllabled," connotes the
imagination made real through sound: "There is not life
except 1n the Whole of it."

In becoming , words pass

over into the sounds which merge the poet and reality,
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as th e p oem has merged w ~th the soun d for its
r hythmi c al and har m o n ~c signi f ica nce.

Not to sepa r ate,

bu t t o embody t h e sounds of l i f e , th e poem is the
s pirit as fee l in g , cap t u rin g the" mus ic of reality in
the imaginat ion .
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CONCLUSIONS

In c on c l u sion , the phil oso ph i c a l b asis f or a
the ory of s o un d i n poe t ry wa s es tab l i s h ed by Plato,
both in the musical aspect.s o f rh yt.hm and harmony as
they effect a balance in man, and on his pi c tu r e o f an
ancient legislator of sounds t o represent sense. Names
result from the proportion of ea c h in establish i ng a
fitness of elements.

Sound and sense are dependent

upon each other, each contributing essential elements
to speech, that divine gift which helps us "imitate t.he
absolutely unerring courses of God and regulate our own
vagaries."
Poe emphasizes t.he importance of sound ie poetry,
claiming that the equality of sounds produces an
esthetic perception of pleasure.

The effect created by

poetry is an overall balance expressive of t.he harmony
of the whole universe which lies behind its tangible
sense.

The fitness of the sound and sense evoke the

siqnificance of words, mu c h as Plato's figure o f the
legislator of names

chooses sounds that express ideas.

Yeats feels that the sound of poetry establishes
corresponding rhythms and harmonies in man.

It evokes

intellectual and emotional synlbols that llnk him with
an ancient past.

Poetry should embody the rhythms of

common speech; the music of poetry is the un1ty of all
the elements of sound and sense.
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ElI ot argues that sound and s ense are abstractIons
f rom the poem .

One may determine the other , but as the

PI"odu c t o f a unif ied se nsib ility, they mu st coo perate.
He cl aims t hat s tyle and rhy thm should b e unconscio us
in a poem.

Further , musical

po e ~r y

involves a return

to common speech, eli c iting ancient rhythms t h at c arry
intellectual and emot ional values.

Eliot in t ends a

musical relationship overall to be created through
rhythm and st r uct ure; t hu s the fitnes s of sound and
sense renders the esthetic effect of poetry as an
intrinsic form a l str uc ture.
Stevens made much use o f the relationship between
music and poetry .

He regards it a s a valuable analogy,

a resemblance that links imagination and reason.

The

poet expresses life wi t h the rhythms and tones of human
feeling , reaching in an overall harmony the form of
musical compositions.

The sound of words releases

their co nnotative power t o unite spirit with realIty.
Again, it is the fitness of sound and sense that
s atisfies man's desire for resemblance , which 1s the
primary aim of poetry.
The fascination of all these ma j or philosophers
and poe ts wI t h the music of poet r y and the sound of
words displays the continuing importance that this area
of study has for literary tradition.

Tha t so much

concern with sounds i s evident in the fragmented style
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of El lot an d th e co nv el-satlonal tone o f Steve ns
s upports t he c la i m by Poe th a t tru th ca n be express ed
as well in pro se , and t he suggestion by Yeats to write
for t he ear t o be understo od.

The fitness of the sound

for the sense is a neces sa ry presupposition , at leas t
for these poets.

This f i tness reveals itse lf within

and without their poems; from the individual syllables
to the overall structure, it is the sound that allows
their speech to sing.
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